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Abstract
In this paper we describe several versions of the routing problem arising in VLSI design and
indicate how the Steiner tree packing problem can be used to model these problems mathematically.
We focus on switchbox routing problems and provide integer programming formulations for
routing in the knock-knee and in the Manhattan model. We give a brief sketch of cutting plane
algorithms that we developed and implemented for these two models. We report on computational
experiments using standard test instances. Our codes are able to determine optimum solutions in
most cases, and in particular, we can show that some of the instances have no feasible solution if
Manhattan routing is used instead of knock-knee routing. © 1997 The Mathematical Programming
Society, Inc. Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
The design of electronic circuits is a hierarchical process consisting of several phases.
The beginning is a description of the task the circuit to be designed must perform. Such
a task can be viewed as a complex logical function that consists of many elementary
logic operations. Usually several of these elementary logic operations are combined
into a logical unit (for example an adder). In the logical design phase chip designers
specify which of these predefined logical units are to be used, and determine which of
the chosen logical units must be connected by wires so that the chip performs in the
way it should.
The logical units are also called cells. Each cell is characterized by its width, its
height, its contact points (so-called terminals) and its electric properties. A net is a
set of terminals that must be connected by a wire (as specified in the logical design
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phase). The list of cells and the list of nets are the input of the second phase, the
physical design. Here, the task is to assign the cells to a certain rectangular area and
connect (route) the nets by wires. The physical design problem is, of course, more
complicated than the sketch above suggests, since certain design rules have to be taken
into account, an objective function is to be minimized, etc. The design rules strongly
depend on the given layout style and specify, for instance, the distance two nets must
stay apart, whether certain cells arc prcassigned to certain locations and so on. This
applies especially to the objective function. Usually, the primary goal is to minimize the
whole area of the chip or, if the chip area is fixed in advance, to guarantee roulabilily,
i.e., to solve the problem of placing the cells on the chip such that there exists a feasible
solution to the routing problem.
However, roulabilily can hardly be measured and expressed in terms of an objective
function. Thus, minimizing the total length of all routes is very often used instead,
Another reason for minimizing the routing length is that an electronics circuit with small
routing length usually needs little area on the whole. Thus, minimizing the overall area
is (somehow) implicitly taken into account by minimizing the routing length.
Any reasonably precise version of the physical design problem is //P-hard, even very
simple models arc. Moreover, most real world problem instances involve several Ihousancls of cells and nets, so that today's algorithmic knowledge makes it very improbable
thai they can be solved to optimality. Therefore, the physical design problem is (hetiristically) decomposed into subproblems. The first subproblem typically consists of Uncling
appropriate locations for the cells (placement problem). Subsequently, the nets must be
realized by wiring the appropriate terminals (mutingproblem) unci finally, a compaction
step is performed if required. This process is ilerulcd with different parameters if the
final result is not satisfactory,
In this paper we will focus on the routing problem in more detail, We survey in Section
2 different types of routing models used in practice and relate ihcm to the packing of
Steiner trees in certain graphs. In Section 3 we stale an integer programming formulation
of the Steiner irec packing problem and describe several classes of valid and facetdefining inequalities for the associated Steiner tree packing polyhedron. Specializing
this model to swilchbox routing we distinguish between routing in knock-knee and
Manhattan style by using an additional class of inequalities (the Manhattan inequalities)
to meet the requirements of the latter routing style,
In Section 4 we report on our computational experiments with a cutting plane algo
rithm thai we designed and implemented for swilchbox routing in Munluitlnn style; imd
we compare ihese in Section 5 with our results for the same instances when knock-knees
are allowed,

2. The routing problem in VLSI design: A short survey

consists of a set of terminals. The terminals specify the points at which wires have to
contact the cells. The routing problem is to connect the nets by wires on the routing area
subject to certain technical side constraints, As mentioned above, the objective usually
is to minimize the overall wiring length.
We say a net is routed if its terminals are connected by (electric) wires. We speak
of a k-terminal net, if k is the number of terminals of the net. If k > 2, the term
multiterminal net is often used. In the following we will not distinguish between a net
and the route of a net unless this may lead to confusion.
The routing itself takes place on so-called layers. If some net changes a layer, a
hole, called via, must be "drilled". Usually, each layer is subdivided into horizontal and
vertical lines, so-called tracks to which the wires of the nets must be assigned. If there
does not exist such a division into tracks we speak of a free or grid-free routing. Further
side constraints include, for instance, the distance two wires must stay apart from each
other, how long two different nets may run on top of each other on two different layers,
or that some wires must not exceed a certain length.
In practice, the routing problem itself is also decomposed because of its inherent
complexity and large scale. In the global routing phase the homotopy of the nets is
determined, i.e., it is determined how the wires "maneuver around the cells". Thereafter,
in the detailed routing phase the wires are assigned to the layers and tracks according
lo the homotopy specified in the global routing step.
The routing problems arising in both phases are usually expressed in graph-theoretic
terminology. To describe these models precisely, we introduce some graph-theoretic
notation.
We denote graphs by G = {YE), where V is the node set and E the edge set. All
graphs we consider are undirected and finite. For a given edge set F C E, we denote
by V(F) all nodes that are incident to an edge in F. We call a sequence of nodes and
edges K = (oo, e{, i>,, e2,..., <;,_,,«,,«,), where each edge «, is incident with the nodes
u, , and o, for 1 = 1
/.and where the edges are pairwise different and the nodes
distinct (except possibly o0 and o,), a path from u0 to ot, if u0 * olt and a cycle, if
v0 = /;, and / > 2. We call a graph G a complete rectangular h x b grid graph, if it can
bo embedded in the plane by h horizontal lines and b vertical lines such that the nodes
of V are represented by the intersections of the lines and the edges are represented by
the connections of the intersections. A grid graph is a graph that is obtained from a
complete rectangular grid graph by deleting some edges and removing isolated nodes
(i.e., nodes that are not incident to any edge).
Lei G - (VIE) be a graph and T C V a node set of G. An edge set S is called
a Steiner tree for T in G, if the subgraph (V(S).S) contains ■i path fro*, ,
o
all pairs of nodes s.<eT,, + t. Following the notation in VLSI-design we ca 1 T a
terminal set or a net and each t € T a terminal. -Routing some net T in a graph<G
means in graph-theoretic terms, "finding a Steiner tree for T in G". We will use both
P

We assume in this section that the placement problem has been solved, We seek for fi
solution of the routing problem. In technical terms, we are given a list of nets. Each net

' H i l ^ l S l of a Steiner tree differs from the standard terminology used in
t h e u L u r e . A Steiner tree is usually supposed to be a tree. For our purposes, however.

the above definition is more convenient for our polyhedral investigations. A Steiner tree
that is a tree and whose leaves are terminals is called edge-minimal. Observe that, since
objective functions in practice arc positive, every shortest Steiner tree is edge-minimal.
There arc many ways to model the global routing problem as a graph-thcorelic
problem. Usually, the routing urea is subdivided into subarcas. This is done in a way
such that the resulting subarcas have certain special properties, for instance, they contain
no holes (i.e., there are no cells located within the areas) or they have simple shapes
(for example, rectangles). These subarcas are represented by the nodes or the edges
of some graph. We describe the node representation. Here, two nodes are connected
by an edge, if the corresponding subarcas arc adjacent. Additionally, a capacity is
assigned to an edge limiting the number of nets that may run between the subareas
associated with the two cndnocles of this edge. The weight of an edge corresponds lo
the distance between the two midpoints of the according subareas. Every terminal of a
net is assigned to that node, whose corresponding subnrea contains the terminal or Is
closest to the position of the terminal. The global routing problem consists in routing all
nets in the graph constructed this wiry (or in graph-theoretic terms, (hiding a Steiner tree
for each terminal set) such that the capacity constraints are satis lied and the IDto1 wiring
length (that is the sum of the weights of the Steiner trees) is as small as possible.
After having solved the global routing problem every subarea that corresponds to
a node in the glohul routing graph must be routed in detail. The number of different
detailed routing models which are studied in the literature or which arc used in practice is
tremendous. Usually, the problems coming up are formulated in a grid graph. We restrict
ourselves to this case, too. The detailed routing problems can be olussittcd according to
two criteria (sec (I) tind (2) below) which are independent of each other, We introduce
these classifications now and discuss a lew important subcases. For a more complete
and detailed treatment we refer to | 131.
(1) The detailed routing problems arc distinguished according lo the shape of the
routing urea and live locations of ihe lerminals. As mentioned before, the nodes in
the global routing graph represent suburcus of the whole routing area. Depending
on the subdivision, different shapes of detailed routing ureus arise. At the end
of the global routing phase it is known which nets go across which suluirens.
Suppose, some net crosses the border of two adjacent subareas. Of course, from
the information of the global routing solution il is not clour ut which point Ihe net
meets the border. Liueh such crossing point is interpreted as a "pseudo"-tcrmlnal.
In order to solve ihe muling problems for each of these subarcas independent^,
locations lor the pseudo-terminals must be determined. This usually k clone by
applying heuristics. Concerning the shape of the muling area and the locations
of the lerminals the following detailed routing models are of particular interest in
practice.
(a) (Channel routing) Here, we arc given a complete rectangular grid graph. The
terminals of the neis are exclusively locuted on the lower and upper border
(sec Pig. I). Il is possible to vury the height (= number of horizontal tracks)
of the channel. Hence, Lhe size of the routing area is not fixed in advnnce.

Fig. 1. Channel routing.

Fig, 2. Switchbox routing.

(b) (Switchbox routing) Again, we are given a complete rectangular grid graph.
The terminals may be located on all four sides of the grid graph (see Fig. 2).
Thus, the size of the routing area is fixed,
(e) (General routing) In this case, an arbitrary grid graph is considered. The
terminals are located at any hole of the grid (see Fig. 3). Here, the homotopy
of the nets must be taken into account (which is trivial in (a) and (b)).
(2) The detailed routing pro bbms are d'stinguished by the extent to which the layers
are taken inlo account when the wires of the nets are assigned to the tracks.
(a) (Multiple layer model) Given a /c-dimensional grid graph (that is a graph
obtained by slacking k copies of a grid graph on top of each other and
connecting corresponding nodes by perpendicular lines), where k denotes the
number of layers. The nets have to be routed in a node disjoint fashion. The
multiple layer model is well suited to reflect reality. The disadvantage is that,
in general, the resulting graphs are very large.
(b) (Manhattan model) Given some (planar) grid graph. The nets must be routed

Fig, 3. General routing.

edge disjoint Steiner trees in a complete rectangular grid graph, where all terminals
are located on the outer face. Moreover, depending on die model, different objective
functions are considered. Possible objective functions are, for example, minimizing the
routing area or minimizing the routing length. Minimizing the routing area is typically the
objective in channel routing problems, whereas the routing length is usually minimized,
if the routing area is fixed in advance.
It is not surprising that most of these routing problems are A/P-hard. For example, the
problem of finding a (with respect to some weighting of the edges) minimum Steiner
tree in a graph C for some terminal set T is A/^-hard (see [12,3]). Even the problem
of deciding whether there exists a feasible solution for the switchbox routing problem
in the knock-knee model [18] or in the Manhattan model [19], respectively, is NPcompletc. In the next section we present a model that is applicable to the global routing
problem and the switchbox routing problem in the knock-knee model and Manhattan
model, respectively, and attack il from a polyhedral point of view.
3. A polyhedral approach to the knock knee and Manhattan routing model
To gel started let us formally introduce the Steiner tree packing problem.

Iflg, 4. Knock-knee.

in an edge disjoint fashion with the additional restriction llmt nets that meet
at some node arc not allowed to bend at this node, i.e., so-cullcd knack-knees
(ci\ Fig. 4) are not allowed. This restriction guarantees that the resulting
routing can be laid out on two luyers at the possible expenso of causing long
detours.
(c) (Knock-knee model) Again, some (planar) grid gruph is given and the task
is to find an edge disjoint routing of the nets. In this model knock-knees are
possible. Very frequently, the wiring length of a solution in this case is smaller
than in the Manhattan model, The main drawback is that the assignment to
layers is neglected. Brady and Brown [ 11 have designed an algorithm thai
guarantees that any solution in this model can be routed on four layers. Il
was shown in [15] that it is AJT'-eompIote to decide whether a realization on
three layers is possible.
The models coining out of these two kinds of classifications can bo combined in ull
possible ways. For example, combining I (b) and 2 (c) we obtain a switchbox routing
problem in the knock-knee model, or in graph-theoretic terms, the problem of finding

Problem 3.1. (The weighted Steiner tree packing problem)
Instance:
A graph G = (V,E) with positive, integer capacities c, £ N and nonnegative
weights MV e R,., e e E.
A net list hf = {T
7*}, N > 1, with Tk C V for all k = 1,... ,N.
Problem:
Find edge sets S\,,..,SNQE
such that
(i) Sk is a Steiner tree in C for Tk for all k = 1,..., N,
N

(H)
(iii)

is minimal.

If requirement (ill) in Problem 3.1 is omitted we call J e ccrresponding problem
the Steiner tree packing problem without the prefix Weighted •We
^ tup
(S,
, SN) of edge sets a Steiner tree packing or packing of Sterner tee if the sets
5
sl all fv (1) and (11) of Problem 3.1. We will refer to an instance of the
5l
K
^ sallMy UJ
' . . m uv(nhf
c w) and to an instance of the Steiner
weighted Steiner tree packing problem by (G, JV, c, w; anu w
tree packing problem by (C.A/'.c).
^
j ^
We assume throughout the paper that every terminal set of the net list AT has
cardinality iwo and lhat N > 1.
formulated as Stei-

Many Ln ,« —

***£^ZJS£2L>

g to!in certain graphs wilh, possibly, som
ner tree packing problems

reflecting the design rules. In this section wc focus in detail on two such cases
• the switchbox routing problem in the knock-knee style and
• the switchbox routing problem in the Manhattan style.
We start with modelling the switchbox routing problem in the knock-knee style as fin
integer program. Before doing so let us (ix some further notation.
We are given a graph C = (ME) with capacities ce G N for all e G E and a net list
M = {T\
TN}, N ^ 1. Let 1RA/'X/' denote the N • |£| - dimensional vector space
M.E x ... x RE, where the components of each vector x G R^xR arc indexed by jc*
for k G {1
N},e G E. Moreover, for a vector x G M.u*',: and k G {[,..., N),
we denote by xk G IK" the vector (.vf;),.6/;, and, for notalional simplicity, we write A: c
( x l , . . . , x N ) instead of x = ((.v1 )'r
(xN)r)r. For an edge set F C E, x1'' denotes
the incidence vector of F. The incidence vector of a Steiner tree packing ( 5 | , ■.. ,S'#)
is denoted by (xSi<..., xs")With every e G E and k G {I
N} we associate n Boolean vuriuble x*. with the
interpretation xk = 1 if edge e is used to connect terminal set 7* and xk, = 0 otherwise.
Then it is easy to see that each incidence vector of a Steiner tree packing satisfies the
constraints (3.1) (i)-(iv), and vice versa, each vector x G M.M*li satisfying (3.1) (i)(iv) is the incidence vector of a Steiner tree packing. Hence, (3.1) is tin integer
programming formulation for the weighted Steiner tree packing problem.

(i)
(3.1)

Let G be a grid graph and uu, uw be two consecutive horizontal (or vertical) edges.
Let N\, /V2 be a partition of {1
N}. Then, the constraint
(3.2)
is called Manhattan inequality.
Again it is easy to see that if G is a complete rectangular grid graph, then every
edge-minimal packing of Steiner trees that satisfies, for every pair of consecutive edges
and for every 2-partition of the set of nets, the corresponding Manhattan inequality (3.2)
and the constraints (3.1) (i)-(iv) corresponds to a feasible switchbox routing in the
Mnnhattan style. Conversely, the incidence vector of a switchbox routing in Manhattan
style satisfies the inequalities (3.1) (i)-(iv) and all Manhattan inequalities. We define
the Steiner tree packing polyhedron in Manhattan style STPM(G,A/\c) as
STP W (G,H,c) := conv {x G STP (GM,c) \ x satisfies all inequalities (3.2)}.
In the remainder of this section we present some inequalities that are valid for
S T P ( G , M c ) . Since STPM(G, A/\c) C STP (G.JV.C), every inequality that is valid
for STP (G,M,c) is valid for STPw(G,A/",c) as well. For a detailed discussion under
which conditions some of these inequalities define facets of STP (G.A^.c), we refer to
1.7].
The Steiner partition inequalities
Let n graph G = {ME) and a set of terminals T C V, \T\ ^ 2 be given. A partition
V|
V,,, p > 2, of V is called a Steiner partition (with respect to T) if Vt H T ¥= 0 for
/= !,...,/>. The inequality

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

induced by a Steiner partition M
\j, is called a Steiner partition inequality. (Note
that a Steiner cut inequality is the special case, where p = 2.) Obviously, each Steiner
partition inequality is valid for STP(G,{r},l) (cf. [6]).

The inequalities (3.1) (i) are called Steiner cut inequalities, inequalities (3.1) (ii)
arc called capacity inequalities and the ones in (3.1) (iii) trivial inequalities,
Wc define the Steiner tree packing polyhedron STP(G,TV,C.') US the convex hull of
all incidence vectors of Steiner tree packings, i.e.,

The alternating cycle inequalities
Let G = (YE) be a graph and M = {TltTi} a net list. We call a cycle F in G an
alternating cycle with respect to TiJi, if F C [T, : T2] and V(F) nTi n 7 2 = 0 (see
Fig. 5). Moreover, let fi C E{Ti) and F2 C £(7i) be two sets of diagonals of the
Alternating cycle F with respect ioT\Ji- The inequality

If C is a complete rectangular grid graph, then every edge-minimal solution of (3,1)
is obviously a switchbox routing in the knock knee style, and vice versu.
To model the Manhattan routing style, where knock-knees arc not allowed, we huve
to introduce additional inequalities that make it impossible for two Steiner trees to bend
at the same node.

is called an alternating cycle inequality.
,
It is not difficult to see that the basic form of an alternating cycle inequality, i.e.,
Fx a )?2 _ 0 iiS valid for STP (G,M, 1), but in general, it is not facet-defining. The sets
FX and F2 are used to strengthen the basic form; in fact, choosing them appropriately
we can obtain valid and even facet-defining inequalities (see [7] for details).

Suppose that Vi, V2, Vj is a partition of V such that 8(V\) is a critical cut. Moreover,
assume that, for some j e { 1 , . . . , N}, T} n Vi = 0 and 7) n Vt * 0 for i = 2,3. Then,
the inequality

Fig. 5. Altunialing cycle.

Pig. (i. 3 x 2 grid.

The next type of inequulilius U) be considered here are ihc so-called grid inequalities.
The arid inequalities
Let G = (V,E) he a graph and N = {7'i,?■>} a nel list. Furthermore, let 6 = (£,£)
he a subgraph of G such that G is a complete rectangular h x 2 grid graph with /i J 3.
Assume that the nodes of V are numbered such that V= {(/,,/) | /' = I
h, j = 1,2},
Moreover, let (1, !),(//,2) i. 7', and (l,2),(/i, I) t.. T7. We call the inequality

an // x 2 #/■/>/ inequality (see Fig. ft). In | 7 | we derived (very technical) conditions
lor an /< x 2 grid inequality to define a facet, The following theorem uhuructeriz.es Ihc
conditions under which an /( x 2 grid inequality is valid,
Theorem 3.4. Let G - (f\/i) be a complete rectangular li x 2 grid graph with h £ 3,
Let N = {7|,72} be u nel list where 7, = {{1, 1),(/), 2)} and 73 ■ {(I, 2), (/(, I)}.
Furthermore, let G = {V,E) be a graph with C7 f. V, F. C K such thai the following set of
horizontal edges {no (.-■.fi| there exists an / c { 1 , . . , , h} with u = (/, I) uiul v * (/,2)}
is a cul in G. Set F := E and let F\, Fi C. F, \ F, then the inequality

is vidid for STP (G\ A/, 1) if and only if F\ and /*-j satisfy the following properties:
(i) For all u,i> c. VU'l, » * v there does not exist a path from u to i> in {V,Fk) for
A: = 1,2.
(ii) F\ and /^ arc maximal with respect to property (i).
The critical, cut inequalities
Finally, let us describe the so-culled critical cut inequalities introduced in [7|. Let 0»
(VE) be a gruph with edge eupaei'lios c,, e N, e c A', Mb luover, let A/ ■ {7|,,,., 7]v}
he a nel list, For a node set W C V, we define ,S'(W) \m{k<L~\l
N] \TkDW *
(J, 7i n (V \ IV) * 0}. We call a cul induced by a node set IV critical for {CM,c) if
,v( W) := c(fi(W)) - \S(W)\ s£ 1, i.e., if the sum of the capacities of the edges leaving
W exceeds the number of nets that must use at least one edge leuving W by at most I,

is called a critical cut inequality with respect to Tj.
It is easy to see that the critical cut inequality with respect to Tj is valid for
STP(G.Af.c).
4. Computational results for the Manhattan model
In this section we present the computational results we obtained with our cutting plane
algorithm for the swilchbox routing problem in Manhattan mode. The Steiner partition
inequalities, the alternating cycle inequalities, the grid and the critical cut inequalities
together with the Manhattan inequalities form the basis of our cutting plane algorithm.
Our code is an extension and modification of the cutting plane algorithm for switchbox routing in knock-knee style that we described in [8]. We could use all separation
routines For the Steiner partition inequalities the alternating cycle inequalities, the grid
and the critical cut inequalities, all special features (preprocessing,...) and implemen
tation^ tricks (perturbation, ...) developed for the routing problem in the knock-knee
model. In addition, we designed and implemented a separation routine for the Manhattan
Inequalities (3.2), and some (minor) marges were needed or useful to apply the code
to Manhattan routing problems.
Our procedure for separating Manhattan inequalities works as follows. Let us assume
that that the capacity inequalities are satisfied (of course, this can be cheeked m hnejr
time). Let uv 6 E and ow £ E be two horizontal edges that are incidentjo nod
„ e V (the same arguments apply to the ease of two consecutive v - - 1 edges). Fo
every net ' e {1
. ^ , we
—
^ e T u d e ' i r n o viol J - Manhattan inequality exists since ~
*
i n ^ are all sartslied. Otherwise, NUN2 is a partition of {1
N} and tre inequmty
are
sau
^
^ ^ m a x i m a l l e f h d s de .
2_,*eNi xuv ^ 2_,ASWJ xvw -- l
nmhlpm for the class of Manhattan
This procedure obviously solves the separation problem tor
Steiner tree packings are feasible that contain no knock-knees. We omit
details here.

,

. ,

h other

j n order to

Moreover, wo ^ * " " ~ ' ? 1 I " £ 2 S Z " * ■ » « « • »
[ix variables at the initial phase of the
code. If two termm
^^
I are located at the same corner » of he grd 8 » * ' ' ° ; „ „ ' , „ , „ , b y w h i c h
input data speciftes which o f t h e ^ « J * ^ , " ' ^ °by aa k 1 ed8e
the two nets. For example, in Fig. IW ™&

^
of
„

l-'ig. 7. Possible fixings in the Maiilimtaii model.

Fig. 8. Reduction of the input graph.
Tnhle 2
Results for Ihe Mnnlmllan model

musl bo used by net /, Since Iho capacities of llic edges arc- equal ID one, till variables
.v;.„ (/ e {I,.... N} \ {/ \) and .vj,,,. (i i {I
N} \ \k \) can be lixed to zero,
Furthermore, suppose a lerminnl l of net k is not located at any corner of the grid
graph. Then the edge e that is incident to I bul not included in Ihe outer (ace cycle
cannot be used by any net, except k. Hence, Ihe variables jrj., / ( {1
N\\ {k}, cut)
be lixed to zero. This silutuion is illustrated in Fig, 7(b),
Many variables can be lixed by using critical cuts unci logical implications derived
from them. How Ihcse can be found is described in | 8 | .
The problem instances to which we applied our code are taken from VLSI literature,
Table 1 summarizes Ihe ilala. Column I presents the name used in the literature, In
column 2 and 3 ihe height and width of the underlying grid graph is given, G>lumn 4
contains the number of nets. Columns 5 lo y provide information about the distribution
of Ihe nets; more precisely, column 5 gives the number of 2-lerminal ncls, column
6 gives the number of 3-lerminal nets and so on. Finally, the last column stales the
reference to the paper the example is taken from,
The standard input formal for swiichbox routing problems used in the lilcrtilure
differs slightly from the representation in this paper. The input graph in Ihe lilcrtilure
is obtained from a complete rectangular grid graph by removing ihe oulcr cycle, see
Fig. K(u). Hence, every terminal is incident to a unique edge, and obviously, every
Steiner tree must contain this edge. Ii is easy lo see thai by contracting all pending
edges an equivalent problem is obtained, see Fig. K(b). The graph resulting ibis way Is

u complete rectangular grid graph with terminals on the outer face. This instance is the
input lo our problem.
.
, „ , anj
In Table 2 we present the computational results we have obbuned with our branch and
cut algorithm. In'column 2 the objective function value of the best < * ^ * £ ™
found is shown. The entries in Column 3 correspond to the objectwe * » T V ^
,hc linear program when no further violated constraints are
to*
toning
is performed for the lirsl time. These values are obvious y lower bound.:for the, whota
problem. Column 4 contains ihe percental derivation of the best solauonfrom to tows
bound. Column 5 (resp. 6) gives the number of cuttin ^ ^ °
<™J*
number of nodes in the branching tree). FinaUy the las,^ column reports on the runmng
times. The values are stated in minutes obtained on a SUN 4/50.
For all instances we could either find an optimal solufon or
^
^
^
^
infeasible. The latter situation occurred in the two e a s e s > * ™ ^ £ exits a
lied dense swiichbox". To our knowledge, it " ^ Z Z ^ Z u M y ,
the two
packing of Steiner trees in the Manhattan r ^ Z ^ ^ '
"» - t e n s i ° " S
examples "modified dense swiichbox" and ^ * ^ ™ £ a d d e d r a u g m e nted
of the problem "dense swiichbox" in which additional ^
«
J
^
dense wilchbox" has an additional vertical track on the right and mo

switchbox" has an additional vertical track near the middle and an addilionul horizontal
track at the bottom). In fact, these modiliculions have been introduced, because no
routing algorithm could find a feasible solution for "dense switchbox" in any routing
style. Whereas a Manhattan routing is known for the problem "augmented dense switchbox", the heuristics described in literature were unable to find one for "modified dense
switchbox". Our algorithm yields a mathematical proof thtil, indeed, no routing routine
can ever be successful for the latter example,
Second, the results show that except for the exumplc "pedugogienl switchbox" the
objective function value of an optimal solution, provided it exists, WHS found without
branching. The optimal LP-solution was, however, fractional and in two discs it look a
few branching steps to find a feasible solution with the same value. Only for the test
instance "pedagogical switchbox" the objective function value of the root LP differed
from the optimal objective function value by 0.6%. This gup was closed by applying
the enumcrative phase of our code.
In all these cases the number of branch and cut nodes needed to solve the problems
is very small (below 10). This indicates thul the cutting planes we use as well as the
corresponding separation routines perform quite well at least for the etise of switchbox
routing problems in Manhattan style.
Of course, there is a price to pay: tiic high running times. The reason for thill is ihul
we aimed at finding an optimal solution or proving that no solution exists at all. If wc
just look at the lime (measured in minutes) after which the lower bound deviates by nt
most 5, 2, 1 or 0 percent from the optimal value, the results bokmuck more fierid^,
Table 3 shows in particular that in all these instances for which a fcusible solution exists,
the lower bound deviates at most 5% from the optimal objective function value within
4:11 minutes.
5. Knock knee versus Manhattan: A comparison
From a practical point of view a very interesting question with probably never ending
discussions is the question which model should be preferred: the knock-knee model or
the Manhattan model, The theory says that in the knock-knee model two luyers may not
suffice, whereas in the Manhattan model they do. On the other hand, one can expect
thai the wiring length that is needed when Steiner trees arc packed in the knock-knee
model is smaller than in case of the Manhattan model. Bul, does Hie knock-knee model

substantiully provide shorter wiring lengths? We have tried to answer these questions
for the problem instances introduced in the last section. In [8] we report in detail on
our computational experiences for the knock-knee model. The best lower and upper
bounds we have obtained are summarized in Columns 2 and 3 of Table 4. We are able
lo solve all problem instances to optimality except the examples "dense switchbox"
and "augmented dense switchbox", For comparison, the corresponding results for the
Manhattan model arc shown in Columns 4 and 5.
The results are quite diffcrcnl for different instances. For two of the examples the
wiring length in the Manhattan model is just the same as in the knock-knee model though
the solutions reported in |7] have knock-knees indeed (for pictures of the solutions
sec 1171). For three other problem instances the wiring length in the Manhattan model
exceeds' that in the knock-knee model by a small amount (for "difficult switchbox
by 5 (= 1 1%), for "more difficult switchbox" by 9 (= 2.0%) and for pedagogic^
switchbox" by 12 (= 3.6%)). Of course, the shorter lengths in the knock-knee model
muRi be paid by additional layers. Since the percental increase .nfength is quite: small one
may lend to prefer the Manhattan model. However, for the examples dense^sw,tchbox
nnd "modified dense switchbox", for which we could prove that there does not exist
feasible solution in the Manhattan model, we are able to find feasible solutes ,„ the
knoc k- knee mo cb I Tl.s m akes the knock- knee model more attract.ve.
Comparing the running times we observe similar phenomena (see Table 5). Some ex
i
h a r d * ^ £ ^ £
l u n ^ ; ; r q t , ! t e e a s y . J t h e knock-knee model butrather
and vie, versa, some are solved quite fast in the Manhattan " ^ ' » * ^
"*
knock-knee style. Based on these results we ^ J ^ * ^ ™ ™ * ^ ^
rlor lo the other. The issue of choosing the "correct" model must be eft o P -tmoners
and depends on the chosen fabrication technology and the * ^ * ^
Table 6
Finu'y, we tav. compared our results with t ose
^
£
™
^
£
^
we summarize the objective function values of he - to our *«»***
solution reported in the literature (Column 2). No entry ™ ^
™ ™ J h e d in
any Manhattan solution for the corresponding problem ™ J * » ^ ^
that
the ligature. In Column 3 the objective function value o the
^
^
^
^
was obtained by our code is shown. The values differ from those reported

•ttilile S
Compnring the running Union

"liililu f)
Hcsl Kolutiuns Iiir lliu Miinlinllnn model

lileralure for the instances described in Section 4. It turns out that for all examples
for which a Manhattan solution exists, the objective function values are at most 1%
worse than the objective function values of the corresponding 2-layer solutions. In fact,
for Ihc two examples "terminal intensive switchbox" and "augmented dense switchbox"
Ihe Manhattan solution provides the same wiring length, and for the switchbox "more
difficult switchbox" we even find a betler solution. For one of two examples ("modified
dense switchbox") for which a Manhattan solution does not exist, the wiring length of
the best 2-laycr solution is by a value of 2 shorter than the one of the optimal knockknee solution. For the instance "dense switchbox", we are not aware of any feasible
routing that can be realized on two layers.
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